When I was in Europe recently enroute home from Togo, I picked up a copy of the International Herald Tribune. On the front page was the headline, "New U.S. study lauds chemical-free farming" referring, of course, to the report of the National Research Council, the principal operating agent of the National Academies of Science and Engineering.
Chemical-free? Is that the direction our pestigious Research Council wants to take U.S. agriculture? Of course not. But the manner in which the report is presented obviously leads to that conclusion. As is so often the case, what is in the report might not be as important as how it is interpreted and perceived.
Clearly, overseas countries aggressively interested in increasing global marketing of their farm products are hoping that the move to chemical-free or LISA or alternative farming in America is real and not just rhetoric. They like the prospect that unit costs will rise so U.S. farmers will be less competitive. . .and they talk about it in disbelief.
NRC REPORT QUESTIONED
Indeed, it is disturbing to see the reputable National Research Council present a report in such a way that it is perceived to be an advocate of chemical-free farming. Eleven case studies of alternative agriculture systems are cited in the report as being successful. Only minor scrutiny clearly reveals that not all those cases can be pronounced "successful." Actually, the ones that appear to be so are, in fact, well managed conventional operations for the most part. Suppose we take the truth of 11 carefully selected, showcase conventional farmers and see how they measure up in profitability and environmental purity.
This whole effort plays right into the hands of those responsible for the groundswell of misperceptions that American agriculture is hopelessly sick with overdoses of chemicals and that the only cure is organic or LISA or some other low-input or alternative farming system. A close look at the report raises questions about its scientific soundness. Let me mention a few of the key points which could be called scientific sins and abuse of the scientific method.
This and other biases and conclusions as truth with little documentation and research. Contraditions are noticeable in man Many, if not most, of the conclusion are drawn not from science but fro selected people. Several sections of the report acknowl research has not been done and the re make judgments is not there; yet, made. The report acknowledges that result impacts cannot be measured or predic er profitability and cheaper food throu are predicted.
The report states that "Most. . .stud . . . regarding. . . alternative system
The report concludes that no study ing costs and benefits of conventiona systems. Yet, alternative systems are r Authors of the report are to be commen for putting out a strong call for more rese systems approaches, and the use of in efforts. There is nothing new about the areas, but the reasons for getting at them pelling than ever.
In all fairness, farmers should be admo solid research results in hand before shift tive systems. The authors did very wisely peatedly that farm systems must be profit Indeed, that is the ultimate test of sustain pay? Vernon Ruttan of the University of M "A meaningful definition of sustainabilit the enhancement of agricultural product
A WRONG TURN?
What does all of this tell us? Does it become so internalized and emotional th direction? Remember, many are talking a ing the system that is envied around the g tome of agricultural development. Univer scientists developed the science of effici that not only is the foundation of the U that has been exported to help and feed o Published April 18, 2013
